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Nse Ufot is an organizer, thought leader and change agent, Nse 
works tirelessly to connect the dots between the rhetoric of 
American democracy and the reality of  Black and other people of 
color’s experience. 
 
With recent features in Time Magazine’s Time 100 Next list and 
numerous appearances on CNN, MSNBC, Bloomberg News, and 
the Washington Post, Nse lends her voice to the critical issue of 
protecting and expanding voting rights in our country. 
 
Nse’s subject matter expertise includes civil, human, and workers’ 
rights issues, electoral politics, community organizing and women’s 
issues with a focus on Black women. She is well-versed in the 
immigrant experience in America, having been born in Nigeria and 
raised in Atlanta. Nse is fluent in French and holds degrees from 
Georgia Tech and the University of Dayton School of Law. 
 
She’s currently a 2021 Institute of Politics Fellow at Harvard University 
where she leads discussions on political and community organizing. 
In her spare time, Nse is working on her new book “When Sparks 
Become Flames,” an unapologetic account of her journey to build 
a new Georgia by organizing people and leveraging technology to 
make a more just world. 
 
Under her visionary leadership as the Chief Executive Officer with 
the New Georgia Project, Nse continues to drive an unstoppable 
movement to strengthen and expand Georgia’s base of informed and 
registered voters. As one of our nation’s best kept secrets, Nse’s keen 
sense of values combined with her relentless pursuit of what is right 
has literally changed the landscape of politics in America.  
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Below is a list of speaking topics for NSE; however, her expertise expands beyond the scope of this list.
 Please inquire if you have specific speaking topic needs. 

Democratic Political Issues
Movement technology

Democratization of technology
Racism and the American law

Non-profit leadership
Cultural Activism

Role of Art and Culture in social movements
The Future of Democratic Politics

Women’s Issues
Radical Feminist Organizing

Female Leadership
Women’s Leadership

What is special unique or different
Race, Gender, Class

The Future of Feminist

Black Issues
Richness and Fullness of Blackness

Black Americans are the most patriotic
Southern Blackness

History of Black Southern Movement Leadership
The role of black sororities

The role of black organizations
The black church

Black professional associations
Black Leadership

Managing Tensions between various types of blacks (international, Caribbean, Americans)
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Honorarium on Page 6
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Republicans’ Draconian 
Voting Restrictions Could 

Blow Up In Their Faces

What’s it Like
Growing Up 

Black Atlanta

60 Voices: 5 questions 
for the Atlanta’s 

new guard

When We 
Organize, 

We Win

Activists call on Coca-Cola, 
Delta to fight Republican 

anti-voting bills in Georgia

The New Georgia Project 
Welcomes Vice President 

Kamala Harris As She Raises 
Vaccine Awareness

Black women 
and the voting 

rights backlash

The Jolt: Patagonia giving 
$1 million for voting rights 

after new Georgia law

Companies Condemn 
Georgia’s Restrictive Voting 

Law Amid Pressure Campaign 
From Advocates

Georgia corporations tried to 
interfere with our democracy. 

We didn’t let them

Opinion: ‘We lost:’ This time 
when fighting racism, the 

sports world failed

Voting advocate 
reacts to Georgia’s 

new law
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/columnist/mike-freeman/2021/03/29/we-lost-georgia-voting-rights-sports-world-failed/7028416002/
https://news.yahoo.com/voting-advocate-reacts-georgias-law-213003974.html
https://time.com/5952337/corporations-condemn-georgia-voting-law/
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2021/04/republicans-draconian-voting-restrictions-could-blow-up-in-their-faces
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PTs5iDuR9G_a2xqMy6j66OjIcS6hRZZI/view
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/mar/17/activists-call-on-coca-cola-delta-to-fight-republican-anti-voting-bills-in-georgia
https://www.prlog.org/12873957-the-new-georgia-project-welcomes-vice-president-kamala-harris-as-she-raises-vaccine-awareness.html
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/women-rule/2021/04/09/black-women-and-the-voting-rights-backlash-492428
https://www.ajc.com/politics/politics-blog/the-jolt-patagonia-giving-1-million-for-voting-rights-after-new-georgia-law/EHJ2ON2IPNFBFCYXHFHFGV65YM/
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/apr/09/georgia-corporations-voting-restrictions-democracy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itlqsUuTGmw
https://www.atlantamagazine.com/news-culture-articles/60-voices-5-questions-for-the-atlantas-new-guard/
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Air Travel
Airline: Delta (First Class)
Number of Bags: 1 to 2 Bags
How many tickets should be purchased: Nse may travel with up to four additional staff members

Ground Travel
Car Type: Limousine, Uber Black SUV, or Uber Black
Temperature Preference: None
Refreshment Preference: None

Lodging
Hotel Chain: Hilton or Marriott (4+ Stars) - Unionized Hotels Preferred
Bed Size: King
Floor Preference: None
Breakfast Preference: None
Maximum Distance from Airport: No Preference as long as Nse can reach the event in a timely manner

Allergies: None
Specific Request: Baby carrots, Doritos (Original), and Cherry Coke Zero
When should food be served: No preference

Meals  

Nse has a security detail; however, the decision is a case-by-case situation. 

Security Detail

· Studio access for a photographer
and videographer

· Company logo in .EPS format
· Written overview of show/episode/event
· Promotional plan for appearance

Additional 
Requirements
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